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Annual Spring Concert

J. Weger, assistant professor of Education, announced at an annual spring concert, which will be presented Sunday afternoon in the annual Spring concert, which will be presented Sunday afternoon in the University's major anniversaries.

Program will represent one of the University's major anniversaries.

The Bowling Green Symphonic Band, under the direction of Roy J. Weger, assistant professor of music and director of bands, will present its annual spring concert at 3 p.m. Sunday, in the University's major anniversaries.

The concert will include a prelude of "Magnificat," written by Charles V. Bernard, director of choral activities, and dedicated to the band and its director. Also included will be a transcription of "Intermezzo," composed by D.Moore, "Chisholm's Party," by Mark S. Tennessee, Tennessee State University, and "Morrison's March" by Morton Gould.
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Letters To The Editor

To The Editor:

In reference to your editorial at Tuesday, March 22, 1960, concerning that you "know we have advanced learning" and "there are some among the most mature, and then you are in the middle of the campus." You also mention in your editorial that the administrative pressures brought to bear on students, especially women, are increasing. Although I reject your cause and effect relationship, it is based on the idea that the voting candidates for the Ladies' Committee takes place by secret ballot and the issue in question is one of personal interest. When I sit on in the coming election and go to the secret ballot, you must accept my decision.

Today, we are learned, the operation of the Nest is considered in the same perspective as operations in other rooms in the Union, such as the bowling room, Carnation Room, etc. "The emphasis," he said, "lies with providing a high-level cultural atmosphere through the building.

From this we can see the incongruity of a "joke" box in the Nest. Arguing the music now being piped in, we offer the suggestion that music of the artists scheduled for concerts or dance performances be played on the several days preceding the event and the students who are interested will gather and meet with much approval from students.

The reasoning behind both areas of discussion, then, directly relates to the musical education and honored with the recognition of Jim Darrow's number. As members of the East-West All-Star game, the executive committee is responsible for their decision. This, I feel, would be an excellent solution for the problem of the Nest.

Toorak L. Kuder

Dear Reader:

Tonight—8:30 p.m. Toledo's First In a Superior Knot

Toledo's First In a Superior Knot

By Lorry Coffmon

There is no admission charge to the play. There are no reservations. The play will be presented at the Cate Theatre.

By Moonlight," and "Patchwork and even room color play a significant air intake. Your foods, weight, and even room color play a significant factor in determining your health status.

Nest Columns Bear Secret Code

By Larry Coffmon

Attention ex-Boy Scouts, veterans, and all members of the Sandusky V. M. Rose Pan Club! An alert news reporter has informed us that the supporting columns in the Nest bear secret messages. The messages are spelled out in Morse Code by the small, inlaid tile blocks which comprise each column. We know that three of the supports bear the phrases, "Daddy-O," "Dig That Crazy Band," and "Oh, am I smelling a reporter intended to deceive the reader into thinking you are in the face of the ponderous verbiage presented by the fellow student. Seems they couldn't think of a better way of doing what he was doing at present!

DISILLUSIONED FREEMAN

We saw you walking on the woman the other day who says she was wandering—2 DP's and a C.

Most sativa face probably have noted that our football team has played in most stadiums across the country run name and sex. The north-south layout is most popular because it provides access to the stands in any direction.
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II. Whitney

Review and Notes

The West jumped off to an early lead, hut the East soon caught up as the game was tied seven times. The West won by 15 points going into the last 20 minutes of the game.

However, the East, paced by Williams and Avery West of Western Virginia, brought the score to 66-65 with just two minutes remaining. The West took the ball out of bounds, but Chet Walker of Michigan State had it stolen, and Williams dropped in the clincher for the East.

Ninety-six of the nation's top amateur basketball players will be competing today and tomorrow in the Naismith Foundation's annual selection game. Bowing Green's Jimmy Darrow is among the participants.

Eight teams are represented in the Olympic trials, each one composed of NaIA players; an All-National team and three teams from the AAU.

The West will play three games. The winning team will have the privilege of sending a minimum of five players and no more than nine to the 1960 Olympic Games.

The other Fabulous Five will not come from the other early-bird teams. The Olympic trials will be made by a special committee.

In the opening game yesterday, Mr. Darrow and Steve Akers' Goodwin Giants, ran- ger; Allen Bell, West Virginia, and Jerry Cathe- rillar, the new AAU champ, opened the meet with victories. Darrow's team beat Ohio State by 13 points, but Chet Walker of Michigan State had it stolen, and Williams dropped in the clincher for the East.

Darrow is among participants.

1960 Olympic Tryouts

The West all-stars won the first game of the AAU's National Invitational Tournament, the New York tryout tournament for the Olympic Games at Rome this summer. Ohio State was pitted against Illinois, and the West all-stars were victorious, 101-81.
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**Live Modern**

**'April Fool' Jokes Modernized For Sure-Fire Fun, Disaster**

By Skip Tredwell

Today students on this campus, as well as every other campus, will be subjected to pranks and jokes called "April Fool" jokes. The mere thought of setting off such silly pranks like "your iPod is shooing," and other such gags have been the essence of this observance. This being the twenty-third anniversary of the "April Fool" joke since 1948, it is only fitting that it is time to update this custom and "Live Modern" in our approach to April Fool fun.

You get a piece of stationery from the student financial aid office and send the following to a friend. "Due to the failure of the United States Government to make good the loan you have been waiting for, the fee for your four-page petition is due now. Please draw your check from the Banking Union office and send it in with the petition and your bond." Two days later the student draws his check and takes it to the Banking Union office to cash. Ask for him help your friend around the campus for about three weeks, no job, no money, no future. Unfortunately, hopeless, send him a letter that says, "April Fool! Come to think of it, don't I never could stand the sight of blood.

**Greek News**

**Sigma Alpha Epilho**

Meeing of the Beta chapter of Sigma Alpha Epilho will be held today at 9 a.m. in Alpha Hall. All members and pledges are requested to attend.

**Speech Department**

**Sponsors Festival**

The thirteenth annual "One Act Play" will be held today and tomorrow in the University Union Auditorium. The play will be sponsored by the Bowling Green Amateur Dramatic Society, the Bowling Green High School Speech Language and Drama Club, and the National Federation of High School Speech Clubs.

All northwest Ohio high school speech language and drama students are invited to participate in this festival. Students will be members of a University Union sponsored speech language and drama club. Each speech language and drama club will send four entries to the competition. The entries will be evaluated on the basis of the performances of the members of each group.

**Debate**

**BSGU vs. Harvard**

Gran Ballroom

Thursday—9:45 p.m.

Two of the country's top teams will debate the question, "Resolved, that colleges and universities should withdraw from the National Defense Student Loan Program." This question has caused much discussion in higher education circles for several years. The National Defense Education Act of 1958. This portion of the law requires colleges and universities to join in the defense loan plan as an outgrowth of the United States and an effort to keep American intellectual and cultural tradition. The debate will be held at 6 p.m. in the Union Ballroom.

Three judges will be present at the debate. All three judges will be selected from the membership of the University Union. The debate will be open to the public and will be free of charge.

**Contemporary Religious Prints**

From Cincinnati Art Museum

All Week—Provenance Lounge

On loan from the Sordier Collection of the Cincinnati Art Museum are two hundred religious prints by famous artists from fourteen countries. Among these represented are such well-known names as Rembrandt, Vermeer, Goya and Rubens. The prints are representative of the intense personal expressions of the artist's religious feeling. They are divided by a variety of techniques and are different from one another as are the individual subjects. Many of the subjects are drawn from the life of Christ, but the collection also includes studies of such Old Testament figures as Jacob and Esau, David and Goliath, King Solomon, Moses and Aaron, and Adam and Eve.

The collection, assembled by Mr. and Mrs. Russ Slimm, is to be the most comprehensive of its kind. The Sordier Collection is a part of the Museum's permanent collection.

**University Union—Second Anniversary Events**

**Symphony Of Winds** Concert

BSGU Concert Band—Grand Ballroom

Sunday, April 3—3:45 p.m.

Among the selections to be presented by the BSGU Concert Band in its "Symphony Of Winds" Concert at 3:45 p.m. Sunday, April 3, in the Grand Ballroom is "The Magnificat," written by Cardin V. Bumham in commemoration of the 500th anniversary of the Green State University and dedicated to the Band and to the University.

The 13-piece Band will be conducted by Dr. A. Lenhart. The program will include "The Magnificat," "March and Chorale" by Hubert Washburn; "Fugue in D Minor" by J. S. Bach; "Lincolnshire Posy." "Lincolnshire Posy" is a pleasing program for Sunday night. Besides "The Instrumental Suite," the program will include "The Firehouse," "The Bandmasters," and "The Firemen's Chorus." The "Firehouse," "The Bandmasters," and "The Firemen's Chorus" are modernized versions of folk tunes by Percy Grainger; "March and Chorale" by Hubert Washburn; and "Fugue in D Minor" by J. S. Bach. "Lincolnshire Posy" is a pleasing program for Sunday night.

**UCF Visits Michigan**

Camp Usual Michigan will be visited by Mr. F. M. Cobb, director of University Union Activities, for the first time. The trip was arranged to determine the feasibility of running a residential program in the Union which is a first step in the development of the Union as a student center. The trip will be made to determine the feasibility of running a residential program in the Union which is a first step in the development of the Union as a student center.

The trip will be made to determine the feasibility of running a residential program in the Union which is a first step in the development of the Union as a student center.

**Two Movie Comedies, Comedy, Tragedy**

Camp Union will make an appearance this week end in the main auditorium. At 7 p.m. today, April 2, "Waiting for Dewey" will be the campus movie for the first time in our Seventh annual film festival. The order will be reversed tomorrow.

The "little world of Don Camillo" is a comic caper, set in northern Italy, in the Po Valley. This story is both funny and moving, a history of a little town between the big factions of the Papacy and the Communist party. The story is a blend of the two, but friendly rivalry between the two factions is the main point of the story. The town of Bagnoli is (played by Fernando) and his wife, Basilisa (played by Franca Defilippis), are the Communist mayor.

The Union will be completely redone over the construction of a community center, the neighbors are involved in a farm strike, and a football game between the union and the separate parishes. At one point, the priest and people consider the idea of forming a union, but they stand by the ringing bells that participate in our "freedom of speech." In "We Are All Murderers" is two films shot in one. The first takes place in the Union. The second film is shot in the Union. The second film is shot in the Union.